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BUDDHIST & HINDU CULTURES, TEMPLES & 
MONASTERIES, TRADITIONAL RURAL LIFE, CEREMONIES, 
SACRED RITUALS, UNESCO SITES
In a world of  intriguing destinations, the mountain kingdoms of  Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan, hidden 
amidst the world’s highest peaks, stand literally and figuratively above the rest. This triumvirate 
perhaps constitutes the world’s greatest journey, for reasons as much spiritual as geographical.

Until the 1960s these lands were all but inaccessible, explored only by way of  grueling exigency, 
if  at all. Modern aviation, relaxed regulations and our seamless logistics form a veritable magic 
carpet of  access unthinkable in former times, yet surely this spells monumental future change for 
these traditional cultures. Seize the day and explore these lands at this unprecedented juncture.

INDULGE YOUR 
WANDERLUST
Ø Meet monks in remote monasteries

Ø Behold spectacular Himalayan vistas 

Ø Join locals in a sacred temple kora 
(circumambulation)

Ø Experience traditional village life

Ø Wander medieval towns housing preserved temples

Ø Visit a fertility temple where hopeful couples 
make off erings

Ø Tour with an expert on Himalayan culture

TRAVEL SOLO
We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining 
our small group trips. 

For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

BOOK EARLY. BOOK OFTEN.
Reward your travel addiction with 5% discounts for 
early bookings and repeat travelers on small group trips. 
For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

TIBET, NEPAL & BHUTAN
Small Group Trip    14 Days

SACRED MOUNTAIN KINGDOM

Kyi Chu Valley
Drepung & Sera

Monasteries Lhasa

Beijing

Himalayas
Taktshang
Monastery

Thimphu
Paro

PunakhaMt. Everest

Kathmandu

Patan

TIBET

BHUTANNEPAL
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DAILY ITINERARY
Note: Initials B, L, D after each day’s descriptions indicate which meals are included 
in the land cost of  the trip.

DAY 1 BEIJING
Upon arrival in Beijing, you will be transferred by private car to 
our stylish airport hotel located just outside the terminal. Enjoy the 
remainder of  the afternoon and evening at your leisure. 

Overnight at the Hilton Beijing Capital Airport Hotel 

Conveniently located just outside of  Beijing’s airport, the Hilton Beijing Capital 
Airport Hotel features large, comfortable rooms with contemporary Chinese décor and 
soundproof  floor-to-ceiling windows. Top quality restaurants, an indoor pool and a 
world-class spa are all located on site.

DAY 2 BEIJING / LHASA
This morning, we will return to the airport for our flight to Lhasa, 
Tibet. From the airport, drive into town along the beautiful Kyi Chu 
River, taking approximately 60 minutes. We will check into our luxury 
hotel and then enjoy some time to relax and acclimate to the altitude—
Lhasa sits at an elevation of  nearly 12,000 feet. It is critical to stay well 
hydrated and avoid over-exertion until you are more used to the altitude.

Reconvene in the evening for a group welcome dinner. 

Overnight at the Shangri-La Hotel (B,D) 

Positioned for optimal views of  Lhasa’s Potala Palace and breathtaking mountains, 
the Shangri-La seamlessly merges traditional Tibetan design elements and 
contemporary panache. Spacious guestrooms make for an inviting private retreat and the 
hotel’s common areas—from the picturesque lobby to a collection of  fine restaurants—
invite one to linger.

DAY 3 DREPUNG AND SERA MONASTERIES
Today we will venture west to Drepung Monastery. At the time of  the 
Chinese takeover, Drepung housed over 10,000 monks in their individual 
colleges and residences. Though less populous these days, there is still 
plenty to see—art, armor and an extensive library. A peek into the 
gigantic, medieval, smoke-filled kitchen will reveal boiling pots of  rice 
and monks tending the fires. 

Afterwards, explore the four galleries of  the New Tibet Autonomous 
Region Museum—Prehistoric Culture, Culture and Arts, Art of  
Thangka Painting and Folklore and Culture. 

Later this afternoon, we’ll visit Sera Monastery, noted for its theological 
debates. The resident monks grill each other on the profound insights 
and esoteric minutiae of  sacred texts—if  a monk answers incorrectly, the 
others clap and the sound reverberates throughout the chamber. It’s good-
natured, boisterous fun. Dinner tonight is at a favorite local restaurant with 
Tibetan dance and music. 

Overnight at the Shangri-La Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 4 LHASA
This morning, tour Lhasa’s iconic Potala Palace, a UNESCO World 
Heritage site. Sacked by the Chinese during their “liberation” of  Tibet, 
it is now little more than a museum of  Tibetan culture—yet it remains 
a powerful symbol of  Tibetan autonomy. Stroll through its 13 stories, 
housing 1,000 rooms and see what remains of  its antiquities. 

Next visit the 7th-century Jokhang Temple, which combines architecture 
from the Tang dynasty with that of  Indian Buddhist temples. Immerse 
yourselves in the electrifying kora—joining the stream of  humanity 
making a continuous clock-wise circuit around the temple grounds. 
Some pilgrims performing chaktsal (ritual prostration) around the entire 
course. The Barkhor Market surrounds the temple and offers the chance 
to join the locals in browsing the stalls of  hundreds of  merchants selling 

Monk in front of  Potala Palace, Tibet.

TRIP OVERVIEW
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everything from prayer scarves to Pringles. 

After lunch, visit the Dalai Lama’s former summer palace, Norbulingka, 
a tranquil and shady retreat. Then visit the traditional Tibetan Hospital 
of  Mentsekhang for an introduction to Tibetan medicine-dating back 
2,500 years, it is one of  the oldest medical traditions in the world. 

Dinner is on your own tonight, offering the opportunity to either explore 
on your own or relax at the hotel.

Overnight at the Shangri-La Hotel (B,L)

DAY 5 KYI CHU VALLEY
Begin the day by driving 30 miles northeast of  Lhasa to visit the 
spectacularly situated Ganden Monastery. The views from here are 
astounding. And the pilgrims making their kora are an exotic and 
inspiring sight to behold—some prostrate themselves on the ground with 
each step to amplify the cleansing effects of  the ritual. 

On your way back to Lhasa, continue along the opposite side of  the Kyi 
Chu Valley to visit the Drak Yerpa caves, one of  the holiest cave retreats 
in Tibet. This sacred site has been visited by Guru Rinpoche and Atisha, 
the Bengali Buddhist who spent 12 years proselytizing in Tibet. Though 
the on-site monastery was destroyed during the Cultural Revolution, 
the hundreds of  prayer flags surrounding the caves bear witness to the 
enduring power of  Buddhism and prayer in Tibet.

Overnight at the Shangri-La Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 6 LHASA / KATHMANDU
This morning, we will return to the airport for our flight to Kathmandu, 
Nepal. Justifiably synonymous with the far-flung outpost, contemporary 
Kathmandu retains a mystical, medieval aura that may leave you feeling 
like you’ve stepped through the looking glass. An intoxicating mix of  
Buddhist and Hindu traditions peacefully coexist—one can see statues of  
the Buddha in Hindu shrines and you may even glimpse Christ on  
the cross. 

Upon arrival, visit Pashupatinath, a UNESCO World Heritage site 

located on the banks of  the Bagmati River. Much like the Ganges, the 
Bagmati is a holy river and an auspicious place to be cremated. You may 
even witness an ancient Hindu cremation ritual in which the wrapped 
body is placed upon a mound of  smoldering logs and brush, and then set 
alight. Hindus believe that the soul escapes through the skull to  
be reborn. 

Next visit Bodnath, a Tibetan Buddhist stupa that is Nepal’s largest. 
Many believe a bone from the Gautama Buddha is interred within its 
walls giving the stupa a holy aura. A thriving Tibetan community lives in 
its vicinity. 

After lunch we will continue on to our hotel in Kathmandu, settle in 
and then reconvene for dinner. The remainder of  the evening is free  
to relax.

Overnight at the Dwarika’s Hotel (B,L,D)  

Nepal has won two Heritage Awards: one for the Medieval City of  Bhaktapur and the 
other for Dwarika’s Hotel. Intricate carved wood and terracotta work grace every inch of  
this complex, the fruit of  a million hours of  labor by the best craftspeople in Nepal. The 
spirit of  a bygone era still echoes within its courtyards, where guests enjoy intimate luxury 
and the hospitality of  the Nepali people.

DAY 7 KATHMANDU
Today, venture just outside of  the city to visit the two most important 
stupas in Nepal. The first stupa, Swayambunath, is immediately 
recognizable as Nepal’s definitive icon. Situated on top of  a hill on 
the Western end of  the valley, the “eyes” of  the Buddha look out in all 
directions. Guarding the lower stairs of  the stupa are a band of  amusing 
monkeys performing acrobatics and angling for a snack.

Next soak up the atmosphere of  the incredible city of  Kathmandu, 
taking in the iconic Durbar Square, numerous temples and the Royal 
Palace. This city hosts no less than seven UNESCO World Heritage 
sites. Check your worldview at the door when visiting the Kumari Bahal, 
home to a living goddess. In this temple, a small girl is selected from 
a particular clan of  craftspeople and, after extensive ritual, declared a 
goddess. She lives in the temple until puberty, after which she is given a 
life pension and a new goddess is found. 

From here, we will take a short trishaw ride to the Garden of  Dreams 
where we will have lunch. This neoclassical, historical garden was 
originally created in 1920 and underwent extensive restorations from 
2000 to 2007, when it reopened to the public. It is a wonderful oasis of  
calm within the busy city.

After lunch, visit Bhaktapur, a history-soaked medieval town and 
UNESCO World Heritage site. Founded in the 9th century and shaped 
like a conch shell, the city boasts an array of  temples that overlook the 
palace, built by King Bhupatindra Malla. Bhaktapur is the best preserved 
of  the three original cities in the Kathmandu Valley (the other two being

Kathmandu and Patan). Upon returning to Kathmandu, transfer to a 
favorite local restaurant for dinner. 

Overnight at the Dwarika’s Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 8 PATAN / KATHMANDU VALLEY
After breakfast, drive to Kirtipur, an ancient city located on a ridge just 
southwest of  Kathmandu. Kirtipur’s name translates as “city of  glory,” 
and it is indeed a glorious outpost of  traditional Newari arts and culture.Traditional rural scene, Nepal.
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We will then continue our exploration of  Patan with a visit to the Newari 
village of  Bungamati, where we will catch a glimpse of  traditional Nepali 
village life. Bungamati’s main stupa pays tribute to Matsyendrantha, 
the god of  rain and compassion who are worshipped by Hindus and 
Buddhists alike. 

Afterwards visit Dhakhwa House for a cooking demonstration of  Nepali 
cuisine. Try your hand at making and sampling a dish. Lunch will be 
served at Dhakwa House.

After lunch, visit Patan’s Durbar Square. Justifiably called “The Beautiful 
City,” Patan lies just south of  Kathmandu and is the cradle of  Newari 
arts and culture (the Newari are the traditional ethnic people of  the 
Kathmandu Valley area). Jam-packed with gorgeous and intriguing 
temples, this ancient town was once one of  the main kingdoms of  the 
Kathmandu Valley, and its central square is exquisitely preserved. 

Late this afternoon, return to Kathmandu to hear a lecture given by a 
mountaineer who has summited Mount Everest. 

Our dinner this evening will be at a favorite Nepali restaurant. 

Overnight at the Dwarika’s Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 9 KATHMANDU / PARO / THIMPHU
This morning, we will fly from Kathmandu to Paro, Bhutan. Upon 
arrival, we will make the one-and-a-half-hour scenic drive to Thimphu, 
Bhutan’s capital. 

Begin exploring this fascinating city with a walk around the Memorial 
Chorten to witness the faithful making their prayerful afternoon 

circumambulations. Then pay a visit to the seat of  administrative and 
religious power in Bhutan, the Trashi Chhoe Dzong. Bhutan’s unique 
approach to governance advocates a new paradigm for measuring the 
wealth of  nations, which champions individual and environmental 
wellness over materialism—a concept Bhutan’s fourth king, Jigme Singye 
Wangchuck, termed “Gross National Happiness.” In a 2009 issue, The 
Economist gave a nod to the remote Himalayan land as being on the 
forefront of  a powerful new way of  thinking. 

Overnight at the Le Meridien Hotel (B,L,D)

Located in the heart of  the capital city, Thimphu, the Le Méridien Thimphu invites 
you to engage and discover the legendary ‘Land of  the Thunder Dragon.’ The 78 
spaciously appointed guest rooms and suites are culturally inspired, yet decidedly chic 
and contemporary.

DAY 10 THIMPHU
Today embark on a guided two-hour walk to the dramatically set 
Tango Monastery. Set amidst a pine forest, clinging to the cliff-side, the 
monastery’s half-round, 15th-century construction is as beautiful as it  
is remarkable.  

After lunch, visit the Folk Heritage Museum and the School of  Arts and 
Crafts to watch young students being trained in traditional Bhutanese arts, 
including sacred thangka painting techniques. Then stop in at the Zulukha 
Nunnery to glimpse the role of  women in the spiritual realm. End the day 
with a peek at another side of  Bhutan by visiting the Takin Sanctuary, 
home to the moose-like national animal. 

Overnight at the Le Meridien Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 11 PUNAKHA
This morning, we will depart on the beautiful three-hour drive to 
Punakha via the Dochu La Pass, situated at 10,300 feet and marked 
at the summit by prayer flags. Stop for a steaming cup of  coffee or tea 
at the high-altitude café and enjoy the incredible view of  the majestic 
Himalayan range.

In Punakha, begin touring with a visit to the Punakha Dzong. Damaged 
by a fire in 1986, it has since been renovated using traditional building 
techniques that eschew the use of  nails, plans or power tools. Then 

The eyes of  Swayambunath, Kathmandu, Nepal see in all directions.

A sand mandala may take months to create.
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meet the locals in a small rice producing village and make the short 
walk to Chimi Lhakhang, a 15th-century fertility shrine. We will likely 
see hopeful young couples making offerings to the shrine, dedicated to 
the notoriously playful and beloved saint, Lama Drukpa Kunley, also 
known as “the Divine Madman.” The cheerful flying phallus that one 
sees painted on homes throughout Bhutan is a tribute to this saint, whose 
presence distracts and thus repels evil spirits.

Overnight at the Dhensa Boutique Resort (B,L,D)

Dhensa Punakha marries contemporary design with this Himalayan Kingdom's 
ancient and alluring ways.  At the core of  the Dhensa Punakha philosophy lies the 
sense of  innocence and peace that permeates everything about Bhutan.

DAY 12 PUNAKHA / THIMPHU / PARO
After driving back to Thimphu, we will visit the astounding weekend 
market. Bhutanese come from far and wide to trade everything from 
vegetables and yak cheese to textiles, bows and arrows, incense, gongs 
and bells.

After lunch, drive to Paro and visit the National Museum to view its 
well-interpreted collection of  historic artifacts. Also tour the Paro Dzong 
that towers above the valley. One of  the finest examples of  Bhutanese 
architecture, the dzong (fortress monastery) embodies the Bhutanese 
version of  the melding of  church and state. Finish the day with a visit to 
the Kyichu Lhakhang, one of  the most sacred temples in Bhutan. 

Overnight at the Zhiwa Ling Hotel (B,L,D)

This beautiful property features traditional Bhutanese architecture while offering 
international standard facilities and luxury in a stunning environment.

DAY 13 TAKTSHANG MONASTERY OR HAA VALLEY
Rise early and depart for Taktshang (Tiger’s Nest) Monastery. The icon 
of  Bhutan, this monastery clings to a cliff  almost 3,000 feet above the 
Paro Valley floor. The mountainside viewpoint for this dramatically 
situated and most sacred site is accessible by a walk of  about four to five 
hours, round-trip. 

We will set out on foot, but a pony can be arranged for the upward 
journey for those so inclined. Lunch will be served at the Tea House, 

located at the midway point to the monastery. Relax and enjoy the 
phenomenal views. Those who prefer a less strenuous option can opt for 
an excursion to the Haa Valley.

Reconvene in the evening to visit the home of  a local farming family and 
learn about their daily life, witness their everyday traditions and enjoy 
conversation, local snacks and tea.

Overnight at the Zhiwa Ling Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 14 PARO / HOME OR EXTEND
This morning, transfer to the airport for your flights home. Or begin an 
extension to another great destination in Asia. (B)

The sacred Taktshang Monastery, Bhutan.

Traditional architecture makes for a gorgeous view.
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may be hot, cold and/or humid at times. Expect crowded conditions at 
sacred sites and long drives during some day’s touring. Outside of  our 
hotels, facilities and amenities will not be up to modern standards. At 
some remote hotels, facilities will be clean but very basic. This remarkable 
journey is recommended only for those who are willing to sacrifice some 
creature comforts for access to amazing natural settings and authentic 
cultural experiences.

4. WHAT ABOUT THE WEATHER? 
Spring and fall are the best time to travel in these countries, as 
temperatures are generally mild in all locations. That being said, very 
hot, very cold, windy and/or humid conditions may occasionally 
be encountered. Be prepared for the possibility of  light showers in 
September in Bhutan. Though unusual, nighttime temperatures below 
freezing are possible.

5. SHOULD I EXERCISE BEFORE GOING ON  
THE TRIP?
Most reasonably fit people will have no problem completing the activities 
in this program. But it is always good to begin a journey in as good 
a shape as possible. It will contribute to your general well-being and 
enjoyment of  the trip. More important than your physical condition, 
though, is a flexible attitude.

6. WHAT ABOUT SHOPPING IN TIBET, NEPAL  
& BHUTAN? 
Items for purchase include original paintings, wood-carvings and stone 
and such whimsical items as prayer flags or butter lamps. Jewelry and 
textiles are also favorites. Please buy cautiously: gemstones or antiques 
may not be authentic. And please refrain from purchasing products 
derived from endangered species.

TOUR LEADERS
Our hand-picked Tour Leaders are the best in the business, possessing 
an unparalleled understanding of  our destinations’ art, culture and 
history. They also boast skills in one of  the most important parts of  any 
trip—human interaction. That, along with their intimate knowledge and 
enthusiasm, distinguishes our Tour Leaders from others in the industry.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
Our expertise in this area is unmatched—we are the operator of  choice 
in the Himalayan region for the Harvard Museum of  Natural History, 
the Princeton Alumni Association, and the World Wildlife Fund, as well 
as discerning individuals.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. WHERE DO WE STAY? 
We will stay in a combination of  luxurious boutique hotels and basic but 
comfortable lodges in remote areas. The size and location of  our rooms 
will vary at all properties.

2. WHAT IS THE GROUP SIZE?
We travel in small groups, between 6 and 18 participants. We strive 
to provide the best possible travel experience and believe large groups 
preclude an intimate cultural experience. Please note that we reserve 
the right to add special guests to any departure, including those with the 
maximum number of  participants. If  a group falls below 6 participants, 
your Travel Expert will contact you to discuss your options—either 
converting the itinerary to a Custom Journey or transferring your booking 
to another Small Group Departure. Per our Terms & Conditions, we 
cannot be held responsible for additional expenses (air ticket changes and 
fees, visa fees, medical expenses, etc.) incurred by group members whose 
trip is cancelled or re-scheduled for any reason. We strongly advise against 
the purchase of  non-changeable and/or non-refundable airfares and urge 
you to purchase comprehensive travel insurance.

3. HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS TRIP? 
Expect moderate to fast paced touring with much daily walking. We 
will travel to high altitude, requiring a high altitude waiver. Weather 

“Our Tour Leader was 100% genuine. He told the most 
compelling stories about his life and family and was so articulate 
about history, politics and all things in his country.”  
—Polly D., Small Group Travelers, 2016

SEASONED EXPERTS
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EXCLUSIONS
All airfare. Estimates do not include current taxes and surcharges and 
are subject to change without notice.

Visas. It is your responsibility to obtain necessary visas for China, Tibet, 
and Nepal and any additional destinations visited during your travels. 
Please visit atj.com/visas for assistance. Your Bhutan entry visa will be 
arranged by our Bhutanese partner. 

All snacks, extra personal beverages & bottled water, etc. other  
than during designated group meals.

Passport, video fees, excess baggage fees, laundry, medical and 
evacuation expenses and any other items of  a personal nature not 
specifically included above.

Tips for your tour leader are not included but are greatly appreciated. 
We suggest as a guideline the figure of  $20 per person per day. 

ADDITIONAL INSURANCE OF ANY KIND, including trip 
cancellation/interruption/delay, air ticket cancellation, additional 
medical and lost baggage insurance. (We highly recommend  
that you purchase these items!) 

Any and all expenses resulting from delays arising beyond our direct control 
due to bad weather, trail, river, sea, and/or road conditions; sickness; 
government action; and any other transportation delays for any reason 
beyond our direct control. Sufficient funds should be carried for this 
possibility. Credits may not be available for group arrangements missed for 
the previous reasons. 

Optional activities, free-day activities, including any additional stopover 
arrangements not specifically included in the group itinerary. We can of  
course make additional arrangements for you. Extra charges will apply.

Note: Prices subject to change. All costs subject to change. Itinerary and all terms 
& conditions subject to change without notice, either before departure or after 
commencement of  the program. Due to frequent changes in air schedules and the 
complex nature of  this itinerary, the possibility does exist that the order of  events 
may change from what is reflected herein. All programs are subject to the ‘Terms and 
Conditions’ and ‘Responsibilities’ sections of  our sign-up packet.

INCLUSIONS
Guaranteed departures for all group trips with a minimum of   
6 passengers.

Twin-sharing accommodations. In the unlikely event that specified hotels 
are not available for a given departure, we reserve the right to make 
suitable same-class substitutions without notice. 

Single Supplement: A single supplement must be paid under the 
following conditions: 1. If  single accommodations are requested, (once 
requested, single supplement changes are not allowed without prior 
approval, or penalties may apply) or: 2. If  we cannot match you with a 
same gender roommate, or: 3. If  you reject your roommate either before 
or during the trip (a room of  your own is not guaranteed in this instance, 
and is subject to availability). 

Meals as designated on the itinerary, when taken with the group. Non-
alcoholic beverages, bottled water and local beer included with all group 
meals. Bottled water included during all touring.

Airport transfers for group flights; all transfers to and from hotels for 
group activities and sightseeing tours unless you separate from the group 
after the completion of  the group activity. 

All tips for ground staff, drivers, and hotel porters, etc. Members 
requiring special or additional services from ground staff  should plan to 
tip accordingly. 

Entrance fees, camera fees, domestic and international airport departure 
taxes for group flights, domestic permits.

Pre-departure materials, including a customized Travel Guide with 
background information, packing list, cultural primer, medical information 
and reading list.

A $300,000 Emergency Medical Evacuation policy, and a $5,000 
Emergency Medical Insurance and assistance policy.

THE FINE PRINT
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TRIPS AT A GLANCE 

INTERNAL AIR
Prices are approximate and subject to change until ticketed.

INCLUDES 
Best accommodations, expert tour leadership, most meals, medical and 
evacuation insurance, etc. See last page for complete list.

INTERNATIONAL AIR
Please call our in-house air department for a current quote.

DESTINATIONS
Tibet: Lhasa, Drepung & Sera Monasteries, Kyi Chu Valley. 

Nepal: Kathmandu, Patan, Kathmandu Valley. 

Bhutan: Paro, Thimphu, Punakha, Wangdue, Taktshang Monastery.

CUSTOMIZE IT
This itinerary can be made into a private, custom journey tailored to 
your dates and preferences. Or add on a private pre-trip or post-trip 
extension, perhaps to India.

TRAVEL SOLO
We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining our small group 
trips. For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

BOOK YOUR HIMALAYA ADVENTURE

TRIPS AT A GLANCE

Departure
Date

Internal
Air

Single
Supplement

Land 
Cost

May 7 - 20, 2019  

Sep 10 – 23, 2019

$1,325  

$1,325  

$2,650

$2,825

$10,200   

$10,200  

BOOK YOUR TRIP
Call or email a Travel Expert to collaborate on creating 
your custom trip of  a lifetime.

travel@atj.com 
800-642-2742


